
Black Viper (Sniper Rifle, Base Value: 22,250¥)

Basic Stats:
7P -3AP SA/BF 1(3)RC 2x12(c)

Modifications:
• Dual Clip Design: An over-under barrel design with two separate triggers allows two separate clips to be loaded 

and fired independently simply by switching triggers as a Free Action.
• Folding Bipod: A folding bipod provides 2 points of Recoil Compensation when deployed. It can also be used as a 

vertical forgrip where it provides 1 point of Recoil Compensation.
• Imaging Scope: Provides Vision Magnification, Smartlink, Image Link, Low Light and Thermographic vision.
• Custom Look Lv2: Provides +2 to intimidation and reputation dice pools when the weapon is used.
• Firing Selection Change:  Functions as normal, narrow burst fire (+2 points recoil, +2 DV) but only uses two  

bullets, one from each magazine and can be selected by switching to use both triggers as a Free Action. 
Use highest damage value round if different rounds are loaded.

• Smartgun System: Provides +2 to attack pool.
• Shock Pad: Provides 1 point of recoil compensation.

Rumors / Backstory:
Custom built from high quality parts makes the date of manufacture for this weapon almost impossible to place. It 
bears  the  tactical  styling  of  weapons  at  the  turn  of  the  21st  century,  but  with  incredibly  clean  lines  and  
technological innovations that had only just become available in the 30's. Additional modifications have been made 
over the years to keep the weapon on the cutting edge, using ever inch of internal space so as not to alter the clean  
lines with any bulky accessories Embossed into the black metal on either side of the receiver is the subdued head 
of a viper, giving the weapon its namesake. Even the dual trigger design seems to imitate the twin fangs of the 
viper's bite.

Rumor is that this rifle belonged to a female assassin, supposedly responsible for many high level assassinations  
that shaped political events at the world stage. One claim even states that a single, well placed round from the rifle 
brought down a young dragon. The rumored assassin is never named, known most often by the name of her rifle.  
She is said to have handed the rifle off to her protégé when she retired. That woman then handed the rifle off to her  
replacement and so on until it fell into your hands.

Notes:
• The weapon is hard to upgrade and requires the removal of a similar existing system and twice the nuyen cost and 

armorer threshold to fit something new into the weapon.
• Due to the weapon's all included design, there are no external mounting points for additional accessories.
• The weapon is built to kill and optimized to fire regular, armor piercing, explosive and other lethal rounds. Any 

time a non-lethal round is fired (gel, stick and shock, etc) roll 1D6. On a 1, the weapon jams and requires 
one complex action to clear the jam.

Source image credit: Sniper Concept by JimSvanberg @ DeviantArt http://jimsvanberg.deviantart.com/ 
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